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ABSTRACT 
Let A4% denote the set of all n x n matrices over the complex numbers (n 2 
2). Let A, s Mn be either the set of all invertible matrices, the set of all 
unitary matrices, or a multiplicative semigroup containing the singular matrices. 
Theorem: If 4 : A, + Mn is a spectrum-preserving multiplicative map, then 
there exists a matrix R in M, such that 4(S) = R-lSR for all S in A,. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There is a large and still growing body of work concerning linear maps 
on matrices or on bounded linear operators that preserve “something.” A 
recent issue of Linear and Multilinear Algebra [Vol. 33, Nos. l-2 (1992)] 
attests to this. In many cases, the questions raised and answered concerning 
such linear maps are of interest when the map is multiplicative instead of 
linear. This paper is written from that point of view. 
Let A& denote the set of all n x n matrices over the complex numbers, 
and let {el,ez,... , e,} denote the standard basis for the inner-product 
space &1”, where (z, y) 3 y”x. Throughout this paper it is the case that 
n 2 2. Let A, C M, be either the set of all invertible matrices, the set of 
all unitary matrices (V*U = I), or a multiplicative semigroup containing 
the singular matrices. 
THEOREM. If #:-A, + M, is a spectrum-preserving multiplicative 
map, then there exists a matrix R in Mn such that d(S) = R-ISR for 
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all S in A. 
REMARK. “Spectrum-preserving” means that the two sets spec($(S)) 
and spec(S), where spec(T) denotes the set of eigenvalues of the n x n 
matrix T, are equal. There is no requirement that the multiplicities match. 
The rest of this paper is devoted primarily to proving this result. Before 
beginning this process, the following is worth noting. First, similar results 
(when sensible) for infinite-dimensional vector spaces (with the added con- 
dition of surjectivity; see [4] and [7]) are conjectures at this time. Second, 
the fact that the underlying field is the complex numbers is only needed 
when unitary matrices are under consideration. More specifically, Theorem 
1 is valid for matrices over any field, and Theorem 2 is valid over many 
fields, including the real numbers and the rational numbers. 
2. RESULTS 
THEOREMS. Let d(n) 2 Mn be a multiplicative semigroup containing 
the singular matrices. If q5 : d( n ---f M, is a spectrum-preserving multi- ) 
plicative map, then there exists a matrix R in Mn such that 4(S) = R-‘SR 
for all S in d(n). 
This theorem is proved by first showing that there exists an invertible 
nxn matrix R such that +(diag(O, . . . ,O, b, 0,. . . ,O)) = R-l diag(O,. . . ,O, b, 
0 “, 0) R, where b is an arbitrary complex number located anywhere along 
the main diagonal. Next it is shown that #(T) = R-ITR whenever T is 
a matrix in which every entry is 0 except for a single entry that is 1. 
These two results are then combined to show that 4(S) = R-ISR for all 
S in d(n). 
Proof of Theorem 1. To see that 4(O) = 0, assume that this is not the 
case. That is, assume there exist nonzero vectors u and w in C* for which 
TV = w. It then follows that ~(O)W = $(O)$(O)w = +(O’)v = #(O)w = w. 
That is, 1 is an eigenvalue of 4(O). Th’ is contradicts the fact that (0) = 
spec(0) = spec(f$(O)). 
For j = 1,2,..., n,letPj(b) fi diag(O,O ,..., O,b,O ,..., 0), where the 
jth entry is the nonzero complex number b. Since spec(Pj(b)) = (0, b}, it 
follows that spec(4(Pj(b))) = (0, b}. Th is implies that there exist nonzero 
vectors wj in Cn such that 4(Pj(l))wj = wj forj = 1,2,. . . , n. If i # j, 
then 4(Pj(b))wi = 4(P,(b))4(Pz(l))wi = 4(Pj(b)Pi(l))wi = 4(O)wi = 0 for 
all nonzero b. It is now easy to demonstrate that {WI, ‘~2,. . , w,} is a basis 
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for @“. To see this, it suffices to show that {WI, ~2, . . . , wn} is a linearly 
independent set. If cj are complex numbers chosen so that ciwi + . . . + 
Iz = 0, then 0 = +(P’(l))(crwi + ... + c,w,} = citi(Pj(l))wr + ‘.. + 
:;;(p3(1))wn = cjwj. That is, c.j = 0 for j = 1,2,. . . , n. In addition to 
showing that {wr, 2~2,. . . , w,} is a basis, it has also been demonstrated that 
forj = 1,2,... , n, @(Pj(l)) = Ei-lPj(l)g, where the matrix E is defined 
by Rwi = ei for i = 1,2,... , n. In fact, it is the case that $(pj(b)) = 
g-lPj(b)g for all nonzero b. This is true because $(Pj(b))wi = 0 for i # j 
and spec(d(Pj(b)) = {O,b} imply that d(Pj(b))w.j # 0. This observation 
and the fact that d(Pj(b))wj = d(p’(l)(P’(b))wj = 4(pj(l))4(Pj(b))wj 
imply that +(Pj(b)) j w is an eigenvector of $(P,(l)) corresponding to the 
eigenvalue 1. From this it follows that $(p’(b))wj = pwj for some nonzero 
complex number p. Another application of the fact that spec(4(Pj(b)) = 
(0, b} leads to p = b. Thus, 4(.F’,(b)) = k’P’(b)k for all complex numbers 
bandforj=1,2 ,..., n. 
For i,j = 1,2 ,..., n, let each entry in the matrix Tij be 0 except for a 
1 in the i, j position. In other words, 
T$ek = 
0 if k # j, 
ei if k = j. 
If k # j, then Ti_.jpk(1) = 0 and consequently 0 = $(Tijpk(l))wk = 
$(Z.j) d)(pk(l)) t”k = @&)Wk for i,j = 1,2 ,..., 12. For i,j = 1,2 ,..., 72, 
let $(T$)wj = alwl + ... + unwn, where the am’s also depend on i and 
j. If k # i, then pk(l)Tij = 0 and consequently 0 = 4(Pk(l)Tij)wj = 
c+b(pk(l))c+h(T,j)Wj = d(&(l))(alWl + ... + c&W,) = UkWk. Thus, there 
exist complex numbers b,, such that 
Since T,,T,, = Tms, it follows that b,,b,, = b,,. In particular, b, 
is nonzero for i, j = 1,2,. . . ,TI, because bijbji = bii = 1 [4(Tii)wi = 
$(P,(l))Wi = Wi]. 
Define a new basis {i&, 732, . . . , 6,) for @“, where ii7i = bilwi for i = 1, 
2,. . , n. Let the matrix R in A& be defined by RiZi = ei for i = 1,2,. . . , n. 
It is now easy to see that cj(P’(b)) = R-‘Pj(b)R for j = 1,2,. . . ,n. 
Additionally, however, since $(Tij)iGj = @(Tij)bjlwj = bjl@(Tij)wi = 
bjlbijwi = bilwi = I&, it is also now true that #(Tij) = R-lTijR for 
i,j=1,2 ,..., 72. 
Now let S = [sij] be an arbitrary matrix in d(n), and let Rq5(S)R-’ = 
[I?&]. Using S = [sQ], it f 11 o ows that TijSTij = SjiTij = Pi(Sji)Tij. Thus, 
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on the one hand @!‘ijSTij)wj = &~(Pi(sj%)Tij) wj = ~(P~(s.ji))@‘ij)W, = 
4(P&i))iZi = Sj&. On the other hand +(TijSTij)ulj = 
$(Tij)$(S)~(Tij) Wj = R-lT,jRR-l[~~‘,j]RR-lT,jRwj = R-lTij[&;ij]TzjRulj 
= R-l&TijR@ = &r&. That is, Zii = sii for i, j = 1,2,. . . , TL This im- 
plies that Rq4(S)R-l = S and consequently 4(S) = R-lSR. w 
THEOREM 2. Let GL(n) 2 Mn denote the set of n x n invertible ma- 
trices. If c+b: GL(n) + Mn is a spectrum-preserving multiplicative map, then 
there exists a matrix R in Mn such that C@(S) = R-ISR for all S in GL(n). 
This theorem is proved by first showing that there exists an invertible 
nx n matrix R such that 4(diag(l, . . . , 1, b, 1, . . , 1)) = R-l diag(1, . . , 1, b, 
1,. . , 1) R, where b is an arbitrary nonzero complex number. This is used 
to show that 4(D) = R-l DR whenever D is an invertible diagonal matrix. 
Next it is shown that 4(E) = R-l ER whenever E is an elementary matrix. 
From this it follows that 4(S) = R-lSR whenever S is an invertible matrix, 
because S is a product of elementary matrices. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Since 4 is spectrum-preserving, it is immediate 
that 4 : GL(n) ---f GL(n). It is also immediate that $(I) = I, because I = 
[4(w14(~) = k#J(w4(~2) =14(w’w)12 = 4(0 
Let Da = diag(l,2,. . ,n). Since q5(Da) has the same eigenvalues as 
Da, there exists a matrix g in Mn such that &3(Da)R-l = Do. 
Let b be a nonzero complex number, and for j = 1,2, . . , n, let Dj (b) = 
diag(1, 1, . . . , 1, b, 1, . . . , l), where the jth entry is b. Since 4 is multiplica- 
tive and Dj (b) commutes with DO, it follows that &( Di (b))R-’ commutes 
with Rq5(Do)R-’ = DO. This and the fact that 4 is spectrum-preserving 
imply that R4(Di (b))R- 1 is a diagonal matrix whose main diagonal con- 
sists of l’s and b>. For the special case in which b = -1, it follows 
that R4(Di(-1))R-1 = diag(oji,oj2,. . ,ajn), where the ait’s are 3~1’~. 
Now on the one hand, spec($(D,(-1)Do)) = spec(4(Di(-I))$(Do)) = 
{oji, 2aj2,+3,. . . i “ain}. On the other hand, spec(4(Dj(-1)Do)) = 
spec (Dj(-1)Do) = {1,2,. . . ,j - 1, -j,j + 1,. . , n}. It now follows that 
E ~(Di(-1)) R-l = Di (-1) for j = 1,2,. . ,n. 
Back to the case of_an arbitra_ry nonzero b. This tjme, for j = 1, 2X . . , n, 
E 4(Di(b)Dj(-1)) R-l = R 4(Dj(b)) R-l R 4(Dj(-1)) R-l = 
R ~(Di(b)) R-l Di(-1) = diag(cji, . . , c?,), where cii is -1 or -b and 
cji is 1 or b for i # j. However, it is also true that spec($(Dj(b)Dj (-1))) = 
spec(Dj(b)Dj(-1)) = spec(Dj(-b)) = (1, -b}. If b # -1, then it must be 
the case that cji = 1 for i # j and cij = -b. That is, for j = 1,2,. . , n, 
&(Dj(b))R-’ = Dj(b), h w ere b is an arbitrary nonzero complex number. 
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If D = diag(dr, dz, . . . , d,), where the di’s are nonzero complex num- 
bers, then D is in GL(n) and D = Dl(dl)Dz(dz)...D,(d,). Hence 
%$(D) k-i = &(Dl(di))fi-l&(Dz(da)) ?i-’ . . &(D,(d,)) E-l = 
diag(di,dz,. . . , d,) = D. Look d t e a another way, it has been shown that 
#J(D) = klDk for all diagonal matrices D in GL(n). 
If S is an arbitrary invertible n x n matrix, then S = ElE2 . . . Em, 
where m is a natural number and each E, is an elementary matrix (the 
definition of such matrices is recalled below). Thus, in order to obtain 
information concerning 4(S), it suffices to determine the image under 4 of 
an arbitrary elementary matrix E. 
Case 1. The matrix E is formed by multiplying a row of the (n x n) 
identity by a nonzero complex number. Such an E is just a D?(b) for some 
j and b. Therefore, 4(E) = %!-lER. 
Case 2. The matrix E is formed by switching two rows of the (n x n) 
identity matrix. If Eij is the identity matrix with rows i and j switched, 
then Eij = EliEljEli. Since El, = El2 E23 . . Em-am-l Em-l, Em-am-l 
. E23 E12, it suffices to calculate #(Ekk+l) for Ic = 1,2,. . , n - 1, in or- 
der to calculate 4(E). F ori=1,2 ,..., n,letDai=diag(l,2 ,..., i-l,i+ 
1, i, i + 2, i + 3, . . ) n). It is easy to see that Ei,+lDo = D+Eii+l. SO, 
on the one hand, g @(Eii+lDo) R-’ e3 = E $(E~,+I) R-l R I k-l 
2 = j R 4(Eii+l) R-l ej. _On the oth_er hand, g 4(Eti+lDo) g-l ej = 
R $(Do~. Eii+l) k1 ej = R d(Doi) R-l R t$(E,i+l) 2-l ej. That is, 
&(Do,) R-l ii $(E,i+l) R-l e.j = j E q+(Eii+l) R-l ej. In other words, 
the nonzero vector E $(Eii+l) R-l ej is an eigenvector of Doi [= E $(Doi) 
R-l] corresponding to the eigenvalue j. Thus, there exist nonzero complex 
numbers hi? for i, j = 1,2, . , n such that 
hijej if j # i,i + 1, 
&(E,i+l)k’ej = hiiei+l if j=i, 
hii+lei if j=i+l. 
Since E:i+l = I, it follows that h$ = 1 for j # i, i + 1 and hiih, i+l = 1. 
Furthermore, 
{ hi17 2hi2,. . . > (i - l)h,i-1, (i + 2)hii+z,. . ,nhi,, *Jm} 
= spec(4(Eii+l)$(Do)) = wc(E,i+lDo) 
= 1,2,..., { i-l,i-t2 ,..., n,+Jm}. 
From these observations it follows that hi.j = 1 for j # i, i + 1. This implies 
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that &5(Eii+r)R-1 is the block-diagonal matrix 
diag(l,..., l,[:i “i”],l,..., l), 
where the ith and i + 1st diagonal entries are each 0. If 6 = diag(1, hrr, hri 
hz.2, . . . . hllh22h33...hn_ln_1) and R = E-lE, then 
R4(Eii+l)R-1 = 6-l diag 1 ( ) ..,qi hy] I)‘.., 1)a 
= diag(l,..., l,B,l,..., l), 
where 
1 
0 1 hll...hii 
Since hii+ hi = 1, it follows that 
Thus, 4(Eii+r) = R-lEii+lR, and furthermore, it is true that 4(D) = 
R-IDR whenever D is an-invertible diagonal matrix. In particular, case 1 
holds with R in place of R. 
Case 3. The matrix E is formed by adding a nonzero multiple of one row 
of the (TX x n) identity matrix to another row. Without loss of generality, 
it can be assumed that E is the block-diagonal matrix 
diag([i y] ,l,...,l), 
where Q is a nonzero complex number. That is, if g is formed by adding 
the product of cy an_d row p of the identity matrix to row q of the iden- 
tity matrix, then E = Ez~E~~EEQ,E~~. Consequently, R4(E)Rp1 = 
R$(E+).R-‘R~(EI,)R-‘R@(E)R-’ R~(EI,)R-~R~(J%~)R-~ = E2qE~p 
R$(E)Rd1E1,E2,. If D = diag(l,l, 3,4,. . . ,n), then it is easy to see 
that 6E = Efi. Since R4(E)R-’ = 6 and R+(fi)RmlRd(E)R-’ = 
R4(E)R-1R#(6)R-1, it follows that there exist complex numbers a, c and 
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ti such that R$(E)R- ’ is the block-diagonal matrix 
diag 
Since spec(E) = {l}, it follows that tj = 1 for j = 3,4,. . , n. Furthermore, 
since the trace of Rq5(E)R- ’ is n (1 is its only eigenvalue), it follows that 
n - 2 + tl + t2 = n. That is, tl = 2 - t2. This and consideration of +(EDo) 
leads to the fact that tl = 1 = t2. Specifically, 
spec($(EDc)) = spec(EDs) = {1,2,. . .n} 
and 
Rc+h(EDo)R-1 = R~(E)R-lR~(Do)R-l 
= diag([?Lt2 :;],3,4 ,..., n) 
implythat 1+2+...+n=2-t2+2t2+3+4+.~.+n(usingthetrace). 
That is, 2 + t2 = 1 + 2. Thus, tl = 1 = t2. It has now been shown that 
R+5(E)R-’ = diag ([E $I>..., I). 
This implies that the determinant of R$(E)R-1 is 1 -ac. Since spec(q5(E)) 
= {l}, it follows that ac = 0. One way to show that a = 0 and c = Q: is 
to examine Dz(ko + k2)E12E, where Ic is a positive integer that is greater 
than 12a( -t 2. Since 
D2(ka + k2)E12E = diag 
it follows that the spectrum of Dz(lca + k2)E12E consists of the three 
(distinct) numbers 1 (with algebraic multiplicity n-2), -k, and (Y + k. Now 
R+(D2(ka + k2)E12E)R-’ 
= Rcj(D2(ka + k2))R-1Rq5(E12)R-1Rg+(E)R-1 
diag 
CL 
C 
= 
ka+k2 a(ka;k2)] ?ld)’ 
This implies that 1 is an eigenvalue of 4(Dz(ka + k2)E&) with algebraic 
multiplicity of at least n - 2. This observation and the observations con- 
cerning the eigenvalues of Ds(ka + k2)E12E lead to the conclusion that -k 
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and k + a: are the (distinct) eigenvalues of 
[ kc& 
1 
I a(ka+ P) . 
A trace calculation then shows that LY = c + a(& + k2) for all integers k 
greater than 124 + 2. This implies that a = 0 and c = cr. Thus, R$(E)R-i 
= E, and consequently, 4(E) = R-IER. n 
THEOREM 3. Let U, C Mn denote the set of n x n unitary matrices. 
If 4 : l& -+ M, is a spectrum-preserving multiplicative map, then there 
exists a matrix R in M, such that C/I(U) = R-IUR for all U in U,. 
This theorem is proved by first showing that there exists an invertible 
nxnmatrixRsuchthat4(diag(l,..., 1,&l,..., l))=R-‘diag(l,..., l,b, 
1 . . 1 l)R, where b is a complex number of modulus 1. This is used to 
show that 4(D) = R-IDR whenever D is a matrix that is both diagonal 
and unitary. Next it is shown that it suffices to prove that 4(Q) = R-lQR 
for all real orthogonal matrices Q. It is then shown that it suffices to 
prove that 4(W) = R-l WR for all symmetric, real, orthogonal matrices 
W. Finally, the proof is reduced to showing that it suffices to prove that 
4(V) = R-lVR for all plane rotation matrices V, and this is done. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Recall the notation and the proof of Theorem 
2. For j = 1,2 ,..., n, let uj be a pj+ith root of unity, where pj is the 
jth prime number. So vi is a cube root of unity, 24 is a fifth root of 
unity, etc. This definition guarantees that for j = 1,2,. . . , n, the quan- 
tities +tvj, &d- are all distinct. If Do = diag(vi, ~2, . . , v,) and 
&i = diag(vi,Vz,. . . ,vi_l,vi+l, vi, vi+27 vi+37 . . . , v,), then 50 and .& 
are both in Un. Furthermore, if &J is used instead of Dc in the proof of 
Theorem 2, then for j = 1,2,. . , n, it follows that 4(Dj(b) = R-‘Dj(b)R 
for all complex numbers b of modulus 1. [Actually, R should be used here. 
However, since R = E-lR and Dj (b) commutes with D, the substitution 
is allowed.] This implies that 4(D) = R-lDR whenever D in L4, is a 
diagonal matrix. If, additionally, & is used instead of DO~ in the proof 
of Theorem 2, then it follows that 4(Eii+l) = R-lEii+lR. This implies 
4(E) = R-=ER h w enever E is formed by switching two rows of the identity 
matrix. 
Let U be an arbitrary n x n unitary matrix. It is known that there exist 
a real orthogonal n x n matrix Q (QT = Q-l and all entries are real, SO Q is 
in Un) and an n x n matrix A that is both unitary and symmetric (AT = A) 
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such that U = QA [l, Chapter XI, Lemma 2 and Theorem 21. Furthermore, 
it is also known that there exist a real orthogonal n x n matrix Qs and a 
diagonal matrix A in U, such that A = QsAQT [2, Theorem 4.4.71. Putting 
these two results together yields the known fact that there exist a diagonal 
matrix A in U, and real orthogonal n x n matrices Qr and Qs such that 
U = QrAQs [3, Problem 27d, Section 6.41. Thus, in order to show that 
there exists an n x n matrix R such that 4(U) = R-lUR for all U in U,, it 
suffices to show that 4(Q) = R-lQR for all real orthogonal n x n matrices 
Q. 
If Q is a real orthogonal matrix, then it is known that there exist sym- 
metric, real, orthogonal n x n matrices Wr and IV, such that Q = Wr W’z: 
see [5, Theorem 41, [9], [lo, Theorem 3.101, and [2, Corollary 2.5.141 (which 
contains the key ingredient). Thus, in order to show that d(U) = R-lUR 
for all U in Z&, it suffices to show that 4(W) = R-‘WR for all symmetric, 
real, orthogonal matrices W. 
If W is a symmetric, real, orthogonal matrix, then by virtue of the 
fact that it is symmetric and real, Given’s method (a standard method in 
numerical analysis) (2, Problem 2, pp. 76-771 can be applied to it. Given’s 
method is carried out by using plane rotations, that is, by using matrices 
Uij(O), where 6’ is a real number and U,j(B) is the n x n identity matrix in 
which the i, i and j, j entries are replaced by cos 8, the i, j entry is replaced 
by sin 0, and the j, i entry is replaced by - sin 0. Applying Given’s method 
to W results in an n x n tridiagonal matrix T (the i, j entry is 0 whenever 
Ii-j] > 1) d an an n x n orthogonal matrix P that is the product of plane 
rotations which satisfy PTWP = T. Notice that PT is also a product 
of plane rotations, because U:(B) = Uij(-0). Also notice that T is a 
symmetric, real, orthogonal matrix. It then follows from [6, Proposition 
3.11 that T has the block-diagonal form diag(Tr, Tz, . . , Tk), where each Ti 
is either a 1 x 1 or a 2 x 2 symmetric, real, orthogonal matrix. That is, 
T = diag(Tr, Tz, . . . , Tk), where each Ti is ztl or 
-sine COSS 
cosB sin0 1 for some real number 8. 
This implies that T is the product of matrices of the form 
diag(1, . . . , 1, T,, 1, . . . , l), 
where Ti is as above. From this it follows that T is the product of 0.j (-1)‘s 
and Ejj+lUjj+1(8)‘s. Since W = PTPT, it follows that W is a prod- 
uct of (n x n) plane rotation matrices, (n x n) diagonal unitary (actu- 
ally orthogonal) matrices, and (n x n) matrices formed by switching two 
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(consecutive) rows of the identity matrix. Thus, in order to show that 
q5(U) = R-IUR for all U in U,, it suffices to show that $(Uij(e)) = 
RelUaj(B)R for all (n x n) plane rotations Uij (0). Furthermore, since 
Uij(e) = E&~~U~:!(0)E~~E~~, the proof of this theorem will be completed 
when it is shown that qb(U~z(Q)) = Re1U~2(r3)R for all real 8. 
If costI = 0 or sine = 0, then in the former case Ulz(f3) is either 
El&(-l) or Ds(-1)&z, and in the latter case U,,(e) is either I or 
diag (-1, -l,l,l,. . , 1). In either case, $(Ulz(O)) = Rd1U12(8)R. For the 
rest of the proof, it is assumed that case # 0 and sin8 # 0. Since U,,(O) 
commutes with all diag(1, 1, ~3, . . . , p,), where the pi’s are arbitrary com- 
plex numbers of modulus 1, it follows that 
R#@12(f?))R-1 = diag CL 1 zt zz ,ss,sq,. . . ,s, 
where the ai’s and Si’s are complex numbers. Now 
Since 
4(E12U12(0)) =Rp1E12 diag z: zt ,a~,.. .,sn 
CL I 
it follows that 
spec(diag( [z: z:],e,,,;..,h)) = {1,-l). 
If n > 2, then 
= spec(We)) 
= {c0se+isin8,cose-isin8,1}. 
These observations and the restrictions on r3 imply that 
R@Jlz(l9))R-' = diag 
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-1 is an eigenvalue of 
a3 a4 
[ I al a2 ’ 
and al + a4 = 2~0~0. Now 
spec(diag([E: Q] ,-I,...,-I)) 
= spec Rp1E12 diag ([z; ::],I ,..., I)diag(l,l,-I ,..., -l)R) 
= spec(q5(EizUiz(e) diag(l, I, -1,. . . , -1))) 
sine cos9 
-cosB sine , -1,. . ,-1 1 >> = (1, -1). 
This implies that 1 is an eigenvalue of 
a3 a4 
[ I al a2 
Since both 1 and -1 are eigenvalues of 1:: 21 , it follows that as + a2 = 0. 
It has now been shown that 
Rc$(U12(tl))R-~ = diag ([_;; $l>...? I). 
From the fact that 
it follows that R~(u,,(e)o,(-l)u,,(e))R-’ = R$(&(-I))R- ‘. That is, 
diag 
a: + ai 
a2(a4 - al) 
This implies that either al = a4 or a2 = 0. In the latter case, it follows that 
as = a: = 1. Th’ is contradicts the facts that al + a4 = 2 cos 8, cos 6’ # 0, 
and sin 6 # 0. Thus, al = ad. It has now been shown that 
Rq5(CJ~2(Q))R-’ = diag 
0 
,z,] ,I,. > 1). 
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it follows that 
spec(4(D1(-1)E12u,z(O)) = spec 
when n > 2. That is, 
={sinO+icosO,sinO-icosO,l) 
when n > 2. This implies that 
spec ([ a2 -cosO cos0 a2 I> = {sinO+icosO,sinO-icos0). 
A final trace calculation shows that 2a2 = 2sin0, and this completes the 
proof. n 
The author thanks the referee for helpful comments concerning some 
rough spots in the original version of this article and for a useful suggestion 
as to how the proof of Theorem 3 could be simplified. 
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